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Terry Jackson is the Director of the Office of Mapping and Decision Support Systems for the 
Georgia Department of Community Affairs and represents a coordinating agency of the 
Georgia State Data Center. 
 
1. What do you think the primary role of the Steering Committee is or should be? 
 
I believe the primary role of the Steering Committee should be to improve the bidirectional 
flow of information between the Census Bureau, SDC, Cooperating Affiliates and the end 
user community. [Related observation/suggestion: As an SDC Coordinating Affiliate I’ve 
seen but part of the usual correspondence between USCB and our state lead. If our state 
center doesn’t forward the information we are left in the dark on many subjects. SDC should 
communicate directly to members at all levels.] 
 
2. What would your primary goal(s) be as a member? 
 
My primary goal would be to improve American FactFinder and other end user tools for the 
discovery, extraction and analysis of Census information. [As one example, my state agency 
uses census information at the block group level, which is unsupported by AFF. 
Consequently we’ve been using the ACS Summary Excel Retrieval Tool. I was astounded to 
learn that this tool was not programmed to add the GEOID filed to the tables it extracts. In 
an era where geospatial analysis of census data more commonplace than not I can only view 
this as a design error and major inconvenience to end users.] 
 
3. What is your vision for the SDC network for 2015 and beyond? 
 
My vision for the SDC network for 2015 is one that is funded and staffed sufficiently by state 
governments so as to be a successful partner to their constituents and an effective adjunct 
to Census Bureau Data Center operations. [As an example, I have twice now managed the 
decennial Local Update of Census Addresses program for my state. Doing so on specially 
(difficultly) appropriated state budgets and then conducted on a compressed schedule is not 
the best way in my opinion to maintain TIGER and MAF. We need an extended or continuous 
maintenance methodology that can be facilitated via the SDCs.] 
 
4. What do you think the SDC network can do to add value to Census data? 
 
I believe that education, outreach, and user-ready tools are the best ways to add value to 
Census Bureau data products. [We need to offer more tools and training.] 

 


